
+ 1\:Q;l 
'V Q 9,:; 
0 4 :l + ,\ 8 6 5 ;l 

+ AJ9S:! 
~ K3 
0 r\ K 7 
+ K 7 2 

Ball bidding has achievcl1 a contract 
nf Six Spades. Postulating a game in 
"'hich the defence can slip as ncar
fatally as the bidding, \\'hat is your hcst 
c· hance to get home against the 1cau of 
the Queen of Diamonds? 

Sl'c page 16. 
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IRISH -HONOUR 
W HEN Ewart Kempson took a 

. team to Dublin, our game 
received an accolade never before 
accorded to it. 'l\'lr. J. Costello, the 
Prime Minister of Eire, attended 
the match and the official dinner
the first occasion a Premier has 
attended such a function. 

Kempson, with his team ·con
sisting of Mrs. Kempson, Colollel 
G. G. J. Walshe, J. Pavlides and 
Dr. J. Hurley just succeeded in 
struggling to victory by 570 
points against Mr. J. O'Neill, 
Mrs. Macmenamin, Noel Byrne, 
L. Bastow, Des Purcell, Dr. 
R. Belton and Dermot Egan. 

A considerable achievement by 
a " scratch" side ; somr.thing of 
yet another triumph for E.K. and 
his " Dire ct " system
l\Irs. Kempson and Dr. Hurley are 
both J{empson-ites-but, above 
all, a great thing-and a great 
honour- for the game. 

LET US HELP YOU 
Our staff of experts will be 
pleased to adtJise you 011 all 
problematic points in bidding 
or play. A prompt reply to 
all your queries is guaranteed. 
ll'ritetheEclitor: 13, Cannon 
Place, London, N.lJ!.3. 



EbiTOR'IAL 

T I-IE Con trad Bridge .J o~mal 
hopes, in all ~vcn ts ~nd at ~11 

1 i mcs, to be fatr : f;:m to 1 ts 
readers, fair to Its sponsors, the 
E.B.U., fair to all bridge-players 
who ha ,.e a view to propound,_ a 
grievance to air, a. complaint to 
make. 

The Probable Teams nominated 
hv the British Bridge League have, 
as previously announced, nroused 
a storm of discussion ; and it had 
been our intention to throw open 
this, the November issue, to the 
cim troversy. 

\Ve are, however, postponing 
the publication of the several 
suggestions and the various 
criticisms that the RB.L. has 
provoked : (a) by its new method 
of selection and (b) by some (by no 
means all) of the selections 
themselves. 

This deferment, by a month, 
docs not mean that the J ournal 
proposes to allow the matter to be 
" talked out " ; we arc not the 
Circumlocution CJffice even though 
0111 trade is words. But we have 
deemed it more just to give to the 
supporters of the B.B.L. and its 
methods and choices the oppor
tunity to consider, and the time to 
answer, the several charges made ; 
and to print the answer simul
taneously with the attacks. 

The J ournal is in a peculiar 
position . It is at once an organ of 
fn·e speech (which means that it is 
as free to the" Government "as to 
th~ . " Opposition ") and an 
ofhcml publication. To hold a 
u~e . balance be~ween allowing to 
dts~J(Jc~ts the nght to propagate 
thetr \'tews- naturally subversive 

· in the opinion of the ruling 
bodies-and thereby running the 
risk of losing much that has b_een 
gained by these bodies (such as 
the Universal hridgP Jaw, meffib~r
<;~ip of Intern a tion-a! organisations, 
and-possibly- -the staging -- of 
World Championships), and 
becoming a mere Pangloss, 
blandly convinced that" All is for 
the best in the best of all .possible 
worlds " is no easy task. 

Moreover, there is a _vast 
number of bridge-players who care 
nothing for what may be ·called 
the " politics " of bridge- and for 
these, too, the Journal is proud to 
cater. 

To the cobbler, there is nothing 
like leather ; and to the l:!ridge 
politician, whether Mrs.. X or 
1\frs. Y is chosen to j>lay for 
Britain ; whether Mr. A or "?llr. B is 
a Delegate from E.B.U. to B.B.L.; 
whether Method P or Method Q ts 
adopted for any given purpose are 
matters of paramount interest and 
concern. 

The Dissidents are always
inevitably-more vocal than the 
Supporters. \Ve have : been 
inundated with de"mands for 
space to voice the views of the 
Dissidents. We grant them the 
space gladly, for we hold that it is 
our function to do ~o ; -we hold, 
too, that all players ought to take 
a vital interest in bridge politics, 
since that is the - essence of a 
democracy. 

_ -We are deferring the-discussion, 
however, until December,: when 
both COli and pro may meet in 
open and simultaneous debate, 
rather than print an attack in one 

. 2 
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issue and the reply (by which 
time many points will have been 
forgotten and the whole rcntro
versy_ may well hav~ grown stale) 
four weeks ]~fer. 

Despite Devaluation and the 
(now almost permanent) Crisis, 
Britain is staging the Inter
nationals in June ; and the 
British Bridge League requires 
£3,000 to do it adequately. 

With the importunity of the 
widow, we re-iterate our appeal 
to all card-players and <Jll club 
members to subscribe, either 
direct or through their clubs, to 
this national cause. 

The Contract Bridge Journal 
extends a cordial welcome to a 
new Contemporary: the European 
Bridge Review. 

This l\Iagazine makes its 
appearance officially, in 1950; but 

a single issue found its way to us a 
week or so ago. 

The E.B.R.· owes its creation 
and its extraordinarily high level 
to the enterprise of Eric] annersten 
a distinguished Swedish writer, 
player and editor. It is printed in 
the international language of 
bridge-English (and, for all that 
many of the contributors arc 
Continentals, very good English 
too). It numbers on its Editorial 
Board notables of IJlany nations. 
Our own representative is 
M. Harrison-Gray. 

It says much for the virility of 
our game that it sustains so many 
publications ; all of them (if W~C 
may say so) of a remarkably high 
technical standard. And we 
believe that the more periodicals 
which concern themselves with 
bridge, the better for the players, 
the better for the game. 

~ @ltristmas 
t_ 

·GIFT SUGGESTION 
Have you a Bridge-playing friend who has not seen the Contract 
Bridge ] ournal? 
If so, a subscription to the Journal would be a very pleasant 
surprise. 
The cost for One Year, post free, is 30/-. Or a special Two-year 
subscription 50/-. 
Such a gift should be especially acceptable to a frieml living 
abroad. 1 t would relieve your friend of exchange complications, 
and help to spread the good ne\1'5 about your Journal. 

Plc•ase semi enquiries, orders ami cheques to the Publishers:-

PRIESTLEY STUDIOS LTD. 
COMMERCIAL ROAD, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 
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SoME AsPECTS 
OF THE SQUEEZE 

by J ohn Brown 

John Braum, the llillg-pin of Li11colnshire Bridge a11d 
the author of o11e of the best books on the game-" Winni11g 
Tricks "-co11iributes a thought-provocative article on play. 

T HE squeeze is, I believe, a The () 6 was led, and when 
much neglected play. Some East played his Queen, South 
squeezes are obvious enough, could not .afford to hold off and 

and a veritable tyro can sometimes so won with the King. As soon as 
stumble across and execute such ; South gives . up the lead in any 
but other squeezes are hidden and suit-and this he must soon do 
obscure,andonlyagoodknowledge should he develop his own sqits
of the game, a plan, and, in some East or \Vest will get in and the, 
rleals, the hrlp of the defenders Diamonds will be run. So why not · 

. can bring them to light. let West make his Diamonds at 
Some players, in many respects once? It is possible that by so 

very good, appear so to p_lay their doing he might squeeze his 
hands as if they had never heard partner. In point of fact he did, 
of a hidden squeeze ; they give for East alone held the stoppers 
very good attention to positional to the other three suits. 
and tempo plays, yet seem to be · At Trick 2 South led back a 
entirely unsuspecting of any Diamond and allowed West to 
squeeze position that may underlie make his four winners. A Club, 
the structure of the hand. two Hearts, and a Spade were 

The first hand occurred in a discarded from dummy and East 
pairs competition : threw a Heart and then unguarded 

• 7 6 4 
\? 10 7 2 

+ A K Q 8 2 his Spade stopper. , 
\? Q 8 6 4 The fourth Spade will squeeze 
() 5 East again. If, for instance, West 
+ K 9 5 now leads a Spade or Club, South 

+ ] 10 53 wins in North's hand and then 

() A] 9 6 3 . 
+ ]R 

\? K J 3 cashes his <;? A-the Vienna 
() Q 10 7 Coup. The North hand is 
+ Q 10 2 entered again and the Spades are + 9 run, squeezing East in Hearts and 

\? A 9 5 Clubs. · 
0 K 8 4 2 But what if a more thoughtful 
+ A 7 6 4 3 West had won trick 2 with the 

At one table, the only one 1 () 9 and switched to Hearts? 
believe where an attempt was After all, why did South, who was 
~ad~ to exploit the squeeze, the not reputed to be a philanthropist, 
~Jdd,mg we.nt ~North o"pening and return the Diamonds? 
~~\n~+b1~1~~f 1 + -2 + -2 + - The hands to followwereplayed 

· - · · ' · · at rubber bridge. We\verc playing 
4 
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the Vienna system, which in spite Culbertson mathematically des
of all that is said about it, has cribes as 11-1, this standing for the 
some very good points. It is desired number of winners in a 
excellent for slam bidding and it hand of N cards: the unavoidable 
is the best system I know for losers must be lost early in the 
getting in a four-four suit contract. play. South, therefore, won 
Its Herbert convention after an East's Queen with the King and 
Informatory Double is, I think, its returned the 10. 
worst feature ; and, in my circle, West appeared a pit suspicious, 
we have long since discarded it in for, when it is in South's interest 
favour of more natural responses.* to lose Diamonds, can it ever be in 
Why usc a bid to announce West's interest to win them? 
weakness and then be obliged to Somebody must be wrong ; but 
look for a truer bid at a higher level? West found the diamonds broke 

I have heard the Vienna evenly and cashed the long card. 
system criticized becau~c it gives North threw a Club and East a 
so much information to the come-on Spade. 
opponents. But this is a recom- South can discard a Spade or 
mendation. For how can one give even a Club, but not a Heart ; 
any information to one's partner for he may want to lead once 
without disclosing it to the from d~mmy before the squeeze 
ad,·ersaries, if both sides under- position has matur~d. 
stand the system played? When West switched to his 

+ Q 5 Spade, North's Queen was 
\? A K 7 5 played. It was covered by East's 
O 8 3 ~ King and South must refuse to + 8 6 3 2 win ! Not because he couldn't 

+ 3 + K ] 9 8 7 4 develop another Spade trick if he 
\? ] 9 6 4 \? 10 3 did so : he could-by entering . 
0 A J 7 4 O Q 6 5 dummyandleadinguptohis + 10 ; + Q 9 54 + ] 10 but because he could not be sure 

+ A 10 6 2 of creating 11-1 if he won the 
\? Q 8 2 first round of Spades, since East · 
0 K 10 9 could refuse to win the second 
+ A K 7 round. After winning the first . 

South, 1 + ; North, 1 \? ; Spade trick with his King, East 
East, 1 + ; South; 2 N.T.; returned a Club, won by South, 
1 orth, 3 N.T. who entered dummy with a Heart, 

West led the O 4. South read leading the 8, and the ·position 
this as from a four-card suit. It became : · 
looked, therefore, as if \Vest held + 5 
one Spade and three four-card \? A 7 5 
suits. If so, the only hope of + 8 6 
setting up a long Heart or Club \? J 9 6 + J 9 8 .t 
will lie in a squeeze. + Q 9 5 \? 10 

It is necessary to reduce the + 10 
position, if possible, to what + A 10 
* So has- lww- o.f!icial Vie1111a. \? Q 2 

-EDITOR + A 7 
5 
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The Spade was J~d fron~ _the 
North hand and the hnesse taken. 
\\'est discarded a Club. But 
Sm;th's Spade Ace squeezed West. 

\\'lnt if at trick 3, West, 
' ' 'b)"t f ,·isualising the possl 11 Y 0 

South's resort to squeez~ play, 
rduses to cash his two Dmmond 
winners and returns, say, ~ Club 
or a Heart? South would wm and 
return a Diamond, and the battle 
for 11 - 1 would begin in earnest. 
The remarkable dumping play 
would occur as South attempted 
to force West to win tricks when 
West would rather not. If West, 
still loath to win tricks, returns a 
second round of Clubs, South wins. 
And now since he is unable to do 
anv more effective · trick-losing in 
the West direction, he turns his 
l' \'eS Eastward. 

East has already been stripped 
of Clubs. He must next be stripped 
of Hrarts by playing tw'o rounds of 
the suit. A lead is then made to 
the + 0 and a game of see-saw 
ensues. ·- East wins, and, with 
Hobson's choice, returns the suit. 
South's + IO wins, and then the 
low Spade* is played to forc-e East 
to win yet another trick. This 
losing trick takes the place of that 
which would ha\'e occurred had 
West obliged by cashing his last 
Diamond. 

As before, the Spade Ace will 
squeeze \Vest. 

+ A.J92 
<v A 5 :i 
() A K 8 
+ J 6 4 

+ K Q87G43 + 10 
<vQI07 <v.JG4 
<> 2 <> 54 .:i 
+ 32 + AKQI087 

+ 5 -
<v K 9 8 2 ,, 
<> Q] 10 9 7 6 
+ 95 

1 urth, 1 N. T. (Vienna) ; East, 
2 + ; S(:mth, 2 () ; West, 2 + ; 
North, 3 () ; South, 3 <v; 
North, 4 () ; South, 5 (). 

The hand was played as rollows: 
WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH 

+ K* + A + 10 + 5 · 
()2 OK ()3 ()fi. 

+ 3 oJ..: 04 <>9 -
+ 4 ()8 ()5 ()7 

+ Q + ] + 7 + St 

If the lead of dummy's + ] is 
made before trumps are drawn, 
the contract can be defeated by 
East's ruffint!. This would not 
prevent the ··discard of South's 
club, but dummy's + 9 would n_ot 
be promoted to a winner. 

* A club lead woulcl defeat 
the contract, for then three rounds 
of clubs could be played amldummy's 
1\ nave of Clubs could 110t feature 
as a menace card. 

t This play has a f/zrccfo/tl 
purpose: 

(i) It prevents Dummy's + J, 
required as a me11acc card, from 
being extracted. 

(ii) It sets up the + 9 as a 
* The A cc also at this point would win11er. 
effectively squeeze West. A tricll is (iii) It is 11 step-a double o11e 

There arc other possibilities in 
I his hand, and readers may like to 
investigate what happens·if West, 
when thrown back , with a 
Diamond, on either the first or 
second occasion, leads a Spade. 

lhenlostajfer lhesquccze- AuTHOH. in fact-towards 11- l. 

G 
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+ ~ + 4 + 10 
+ ~ + 6 + Kt 
+ (j <v> :{ + 8 

The posi lion became : 

+ 8 7 
'V>~107 

+ 9 2 
'V> A 5 
+ J 

<v> J <1 -t 
+ AQ 

'V> K982 
0 Q 

When the Oueen of Diamonds 
was led, We'S't was obliged lo 
lhrow a Heart. The + 2 was 
thrown inDummy,having fulfilled 
its purpose as a menace to \Vest. 
The <v> A was next made, but the + 9 squeezed East. 

The next hand, played in the 
same circle as, and somewhat 
similar to, the previous hand, had 
an amusing feature. South, not 
vulnerable with East-\Vest game·, 
made two bids in which he could 
not have gatheFed a single trick 
had he been left in. Rightly or 

.wrongly, he thought it was 
important to disguise the shape of 
his hand, and he knew the oppo
nents well enough to regard their 
interference as highly probable. 
East was a conservative caller and 
some with her holding would have 
jumped to Three,- or even Four 
Spades on the first round. 

+ Q94 
<v> 9 8 
0 A 8 4 :i 
+ 10864 

+ :2 + A K J 10 7 li :1 
'V> .JIO 'V>5:3 
OQ I065 OJ7 
+ AKQJ53 + 92 

+ 85 
<:V>AKQ7642 
0 K9 2 
+ 7 

7 

Bidding : (Vienna) West dealt 
and bid J, +· North, No; East, 
I + ; South, I N.T.; West, 2 +. 
North, No ; East , 2 + ; South, 
2 N.T.; \Vest, Double; Nor.th, 
No ; East, No; South, 3 <v> ; 
West, 4 + ; North, Double ; 
East, No ; South, 4 <v> ;. East, 
Double_and all passed. 

The play went: 
WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH 

+ K + 4 + 2 + 7 
+ Q + 6 + 9 + 5* 
+ .1 +. s + 7 cv>z 
'V> 10 'V> 8 'V> 3 'V> A 
'V> j 'V> 9 'V> 5 'V> K 
+ ~1 0 :1 + :1 <v> Q 

+ 2 + 4 + 10 + St 
* South 1c•m~his Queen 

of Spades to feature as a mcnact: 
cal'd in a possible double squeeze 
position. After this play it cawwt 
be cxlmcled. 

t South loses a trick /o create 
the right timi11g for a squcc=e. 
+ 5 + 9 + K <:V>4 
05 04 + 6 <:V>6 

And the 1josition became-: -

0 Q 10 6 
+ A 

+ Q 
0 AS 
+ 10 

'V>7 

+ AJ 
0 J 7 

0 K92 
And South had a simple 

squeeze on West. 
·Suppose, however, the original 

distribution were such that both 
·opponents could hold the Dia-

t A H cart lc~ad would have 
brokc11 the COiltrac/ , for it al/acks a 
vital e11trv. For should South wi11 
in the North ha11d, his Spade ami 
Club could 110t f eature as menace 
cards ; 1j h1 /he South ha11tl , thrrc 
is 110 r11fry to the Hearl threat. 
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- 1 w •st's 0 5 for The King of Diamonds was 
mon~ls (E~c) Ja~~e tim~ nse South opened. East dropped the Knave 
Eastds 

1
+ 1·. d 

1 
s 1·n' th~ previous and South won with the ace. The 

woul mve Ja , a d'd t 1 k . . 1 squeeze on both prospect 1 no oo · rosy , even 
~~~~~~e~s, ~nless East l!ad, when if South could keep West out ~nd 
· "tl tl e s

1
Jade switched to a find the Hearts no worse than 3-4, 

In Wl 1 1 ' • 1 t . k . 
D.. . 1 thereby extracting an there are only e even nc ·s m . J,unonu, . . 

1 important entry whether won 111 stg 1t. 
the North or the South hand. Apart from the chance of being 

As the cards actually were, able . to drop ·the Heart or Spade 
East's switch loa Diamond would honours in opponents' hands, there 
not have broken the contract was nothing for it but to attempt 
provided South won in his o~vn a squeeze. A squeeze position will 
hand and allowed North's tlurd mature if East's Diamond was a 
Diamond to feature as a menace singleton and \Vest holds both the 
tu West. . . Queen and Ten of Spades. and if, 

The final hand IS unusual 111 in addition East can be thrown 
that the squeeze is applied by a in with a' Heart when he has 
throw-in card :- nothing but Spades to lead.· ·with 

.+ A J 9 6 this end in view, South took the 
<::? 7 second trick with his King of 
0 9 7 6 2 Spades, won four rounds of Clubs, 
+ A K Q 5 discarding a Diamond in his own 

+ Q 10 -l 2 + S 7 5 3 hand. Then three rounds of 
<::? J 8 4 <::? 10 6 52 Hearts were played and the posi-
0 K Q 10 8 0 J tion was : 

+ AJ9 + 62 + 97 _43 
+ K 
\? AKQ93 
·o A 54 3 
+ J 108 

Here is a misfit and it was 
fortunate for North and South 
that they did not choose to play 
the hand in a high Diamond 
contract, the only suit in which 
they have a fit, such as it is. East 
has virtually a Yarborough, yet 
he holds a card which, with West's 
co-operation, can defeat the 
contract in the line of play South 
pursued. 

The card is the Deuce of Hearts. 
North, playing Vienna, opened 

1 + ; South, 1 N.T.; North, 
2 + ; South, 3 <::?; North, 3 N.T.; 
South, 4 N.T. (Norman) ; North, 
5 + ; South, 6 N.T. 

8 

0 9 
• Q 10 4 • 875 
OQ IV 10 

IV 93 
0 54 

The lead of South's losing Heart 
then squeezed West. As the hand 
was played, the contract could 
have been defeated by ·East's 
refusal to part with his Heart 
Deuce and by West's keeping two 
Diamonds. 

An alternative play, not so 
spectacular but just as effective;· 
is possible when West bares his 
Queen of Diamonds. Two 
Diamonds are kept in Dummy, a 
Spade being discarded in place of 
the Diamond. West is then 
thrown in to lead a Spade and the 
finesse is taken. 
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But South had a play against is played as before, South entering 
which there was no dcferlce. If his own hand by the King of 
South should choose to win his Spades after he has made North's 
three lop Hearts immediately . Clubs. Should East throw his 
after winning the first trick, East's high Hearts, or should Declarer 
decision as to whether to unblock find he can drop the Knave and 
or not must be made at once. If Ten and the Hearts break without 
East refuses to unblock, the hand loss, twelve tricks can be counted. 

ORDER OF MERIT 
The monthly prize of Two Guinea~ 

for the best set o f solutions to the 
September Competition is awarded to 
G. F. H . l\lence, Bolton House, 
JJvkc Hoad Avenue, Hove 4, who 
scored 70 points out of a possible 100. 

Rmwers-up : E. H . Potter 
, (Hounslow) 67, J. A. Gould (Surrey) 66, 

JJ. l\L cia Costa (Brighton), Dr. 
R. l\lcl\lahon (Essex) and K. F. ·wallis 
(1\laidstone) 63, L. C. Payman 
(Stockton-on-Tees) 62. 

PHOULEM No. l. 
There is some merit in Trial Bids o! 

Three H earts or Four Clubs, and H 
points have been awarded to each of 
these. 

l'nonLu:M No. 8. 
Due credit has been given to 

alternative lines of play wl1ich seck to 
guanl against a bad trump break by 
stripping the hand and forcing oppo
nent to ruff a lo~er and then lead away 
from the guarded trump king. 

NOT A RECORD 
The Editor, 

" The Contmct B1:idgc} on mal " . 

Sir:-
The members of the' Junior 

Carlton Club who, in drawing for 
partners each drew an Ace, have 
not established a record. 

In the Auction Bridge 1\'Iagazine 
for August, 1927, a correspondent 

9 

--INNOVATION-
It has been decided to do away 

with the Six-l\Ionthly Competi
tion after the present period 
(August~] anuary)and substitute 
instead a Ladder Competition. 
The three leading aggregate 
scorers each month from 
February onwards will receive a 
prize of half a guinea and 
automatically fall to the 
bottom of the ladder, starting 
again at zero. 

It is hoped in this way to 
encourage the · not-so-expert 
competitors who in the fullness 
of time are bound to win a prize, 
The c.xperts equally will have 
an incentive-to get from the 
bottom to the top of the ladder 
again as quickly as possible. 

Present LeadillK Scorers: 
] . A. Gould 147, Dr. R. 
1\lcl\lahon 133, E. H. Potter 12S, 
J. \V. Gerber (Renfrewshire) 124, 
C. E. Dicl;el (Glasgow) 122 . . 

writing from Kenya recalled that 
in 1911 he sat down to a rubber 
in a friend's house ; . the three 
other players all drew Aces, " so, 
not to be out-done, I cut the 
remaining Ace." 

The Research Editor of the 
Auction Bridge ?!Iagazine esti
mated the odds at 270,724 against. 

Yours etc., 
GEORGE F. HER\'EY, 

(Cards Editor of " The Field.") 



PACHABO CUP ANALYSIS 
by GEOFFREY L. BUTLER 

(Chairman n{ flw English Bridge U11ion) 

PEIU'ECT organisation and 
perfect weather graced the 

first of the season's contests, the 
J>achabo Cup, which was won by 
1\I r. Arnold Elliott's 1\Iiddlesex 
team (with L. Ellison, A. Ben(!ix, 
and R. Prr.ston) with H1 Victory 
Points in a close finish with 
;\Irs. Fleming's Kent team (A. L 
Fleming, E. Harvey and E. Bruce 
Parker) 1 Victory Point behind. 

As part of the English Bridge 
Union's policy to avoid duplica
tion of events, the Pachabo ·Cup 
is now contested over one week
end by those teams which have 
won ti1eir individual team of-four 
County Championship. 

Twelve teams took part at the 
Welcomb Hotel, Stratford-on
.\von, each playing each of the 
others in an 8-board contest 
conducted in a most admirable 
fashion by Mr. 1\Iaurice Porter 
~\vho gained his first Camrose Cap 
111 the 1948/-19 series). 

In order to keep in line with the 
practice adopted by the European 
Bridge League, it \yas decided 
by the Tournament Committee to 
decide each match by awarding 
2 Victory Points to Nill if a match 
was won by 3 or more Inter
national Match Points, and to 
divide the Victory Points 1-1 for 
any closer margin. 

The number of close finishes 
was remarkable, 13 of the GG 
matches resulting in draws 
(Yorkshire had nr> less than -t 
ur~ws out of their II matches) 
while another 1-1 matches were 

only just won by . a margin of 
either 3 or 4 match points. 

The object of reducing wins to 
Victory Points is not always 
understood. In multiple _team 
matches where the standard 
varies, a first-class team (call it A), 
may meet ·a very weak team and 
the hands may be such as to 
permit A to win by a very large 
margin-30 or 40 match-points 
over 8 boards. Another good team 
quite as good as team A. might 
then have to meet the weak team 
over a series of hands in which 
large gains were impossible. 
Although playing par bridge, 
their win might be only 3 -or 4 
points, which gives Team A the 
chance of winning the whole 
contest on the result of one 
match. 

Alternative ways of scoring have 
been used by the E.B.U. and a 
comp<Lrison of three methods is 
instructive. Under the scale used 
(2 -0, for a win of~ or more 1\I.Ps.) 
the finishing order was as follows 
(after the splitting of ties). The 
number in brackets shows 
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Victory Points. 
I. 1\Iiddlesex 
2. Kent 
3. Yorks 
-t. Leicester 
5. North Wcstcm 
G. Derby 
7. Staffs 
8. Gloucester 
9. Essex 

10. Warks 
II. Herts 
12. Oxford 

( 16) 
( 15) 
( 14) 
( 12) 
( I ~) 
( ! ~) 
( 11) 
(10) 

(9) 
(8) 
(7)' 
(6) 
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Had the scoring been on total It will be seen that, with the 
aggregate Net International notable exception of places 1 and~ 
l\latch Points, the finishing order and a few minor cha~gcs, the 
would have been · three systems produce the same 

1. Kent (6G) results. Middlesex did not win 
~. · ~Iiddlescx (45) any match by a larger margin 
~t Yorks (28) than 16 I.M.P.'s. and did nut 
.f. Leicester {27) build up a big I.i\I.P. total, 
5. North \Vestem (19) whereas Kent had big wins of 
G. Staffs · {-6) 19 against Essex, 19 against 
7. Derby {- 12) Gloucester, and 25 against 
8. Gloucester {- 12) Derby. 
9. \\'arks (-24) 

I 0. Essex (-30) 
I I. Oxford (-45) 
1~. Herts (-56) 

There now remains a third 
comparison, with the sliding scale 
of Victory Points according to the 
margin of a win. 

The scale for an 8-board match 
IS ; 

Difference in 
Match Points 

0-2 
:~-6 
7-11 

12-16 
17 and over 

Victory 
Points 
3-3 

3-A--2~ 
~-2-
5-1 
6-0 

The usc of this scale would ha vc 
produced the following order (the 
tics having be.cn split on the net 
aggregate Match Poi~ts) : 

I. Kent 42-! 
2. l\liddlescx 38 
3. Yorkshire 38 
·L North Western 36 
;1, Leicester 36 
ll. Staffs :~~~ 
7. Derby 31 
8. Gloucester 30! 
9. Warks :10 

I 0. Essex 28 
I J. Oxford ~7-.\ 
12. Herts ~5~ 
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The finish was estraordinarily 
exciting. Kent on the last round 
needed to beat Staffs 2-0 to have 
a chance of catching Middlesex. 
Middlesex· needed a draw against 
Leicester to keep ahead. 

On the last board but one 
Leicester were in a 4 + contract 
which, if successful, would have 
defeated Middlesex and have 
allowed Kent to slip through 
their lee into first place ; but a 
decpetive defence by the Middle
sex captain, Arnold Elliott, de
feated the contract and allowed 
Middlesex to draw their match 
and pass the post first. 

On the face of it, Kent seem to 
have suffered by the system 
adopted, but it must be remem
bered that tactics are regulated 
according to the objective. Had 
big accumulations of l\la tch 
Points been required, it is reason
able to suppose that Middlesex 
would have striven for larger 
margins in their matches. 

Great credit is due to Oxford 
who, unperturbed by their lowly 
position, trounced the winners in 
the penultimate round. 



L AST R UBBER 
by ]ONN IE JOHNSON 

A distiuguishcd member of the Big.Game at tlze 
H amilto11 Club tells a true story. 

I T was 6.45 p.m. on Tuesday, 
October 11th, 1949. I was 

playing bridge at a famo~s West
End Club-a rubber had.Just been 
finished. We were all keen players 
and we all wanted to play another; 
but the only lady at the table, an 
American, said : " I can only play 
for a r1uarter of an hour." 

We all agreed to add up after 
fifteen minutes, cut for partners
the stakes were high-and I drew 
the lady; to my left sat a 
Hungarian Baron, to my right a 
l\lember of Parliament. 

The first hand is played and we 
go down 50 ; the second hand is 
thrown in ; and ' on the third, the 
l\l.P. bids a Club, the Baron Two 
Hearts, the American lady Three 
Diamonds; Four Clubs comes 
from the M.P., Four No Trumps 
from the Baron, Five Hearts 
from the 1\LP. and the Baron 
shoots Seven Hearts which is 
made. It can, however, be 
defeated on a Spade lead. The 
hands:-· 

+ -
~X X X 

0 K Q J )()X X 

+ X X X X 

+ A~J.Jxx + IOxx 
~A K<Jj 10xx ~ x x 
0- 0 Ax 
+ x + AKUxxx .+ Kxxxx --

~x 
0 xxxxx 
+ X X 

Another hand is played and the 
Baron and the l\l.P. go down Two 
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in a part score, losing 200 points. 
And my partner announces that 
the next hand must be her last. 
The l\LP. turns to me and com
ments: " You can kiss your side
bet goodbye! "-we have a 
fairly substantial wager on the 
rubber. · 

I said to my partner: "We 
need a grand slam to get square." 
\\'hereupon she opens her hand 
and bids Two Clubs (we arc 
playing CAB) and I respond Two 
Diamonds. Two No Trumps is 
followed by my Three Clubs; 
whereupon Partner Blackwoods 
and I say Five Diamonds, to show 
one King. Six Clubs carols my 
partner-and I am convinced she 
must have all the Aces to open 
Two Clubs. So I bid Seven Clubs. · · 

The M.P. Doubles but I have 
not the confidence to Redouble, for 
I feel we may be missing an Ace. 
The M.P. leads, and I table tlic 
Dummy. My partner tables hi:r 
cards ; we add the score, and we 
win the " rubbr.r " (one game 
~ach way) by a single point. The 
last hand fell as follows :-

+ A KJ 
~ AKx 
0 A Kxx 
+ AJ X 

+ xxxx + <Jxxx 
~ X X X X · ~ 0 X X X 

0 xxxx 0 Qxx 
+ X + XX 

+ X X 

~ j X 

0 X X 

+ K Q 10 9 8 X X 



SWEDISH TOURNAMENT 
T HE Lyndhurst Club ex-

perimented in October with a 
uew form of Duplicate: a 
variety of l\litchell Movement
the one where the North-Souths 
all sit and the East -Wests all 
move. 

The main differences between 
this and the ordinary variety are 
two: 

(i) The wholc_room plays the 
same . board at the same time; 

(ii) i\ running score is kept 
aud written up after every one, 
two, or three boards; for the 
whole room to sec. 

The advantages in favour of the 
Swedish method arc that one can 
instantly compare one's results 
with those against whom one 
plays subsequently-so that, as 
one pair comes to a new table, one 
is not f1ncd for saying: " What 
did you do on the Grand Slam 
hand? "-and one knows, 
precisely, where one lies at any 
given stage. 

The disadvantages are that, 
in the close quarters which obtain 
in every Duplicate, it is extremely 
tlifficult not to overhear the bidding 
at nearby tables-which, since all 
h<Lilds are identical, is apt to put 
a premium on the long ear, and 
makes it verv difficult for those 
players hard-of hearing to catch 
the bidding necessarily and 
properly made in a low voice ; 
and, secondly. the running score i'i · 
apt to induce players in a 
tlangerous position to" shoot "for 
impossible results or, conversely, 

· to induce those in the running to 
sit on the splice : even though the 
former are requested not to do so. 
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Another disadvantage, from the 
organisers' point of view; is the 
enormous amount of work to be 
done before the event is even 
started. The Lyndhurst's debut 
consisted of ten tables each 
playing 20 hands. This involved 
the use of 200 packs of cards .; the 
tenfold duplicating of each 
hand ; the insertion of each 
individual hand into an envelojje 
marked (in pencil) Hand 15 \V or 
Hand 19 N : the distribution 
after every hand of the new set of 
four envelopes to every table, 
each with its rubber band and a 
fifth rubber band to hold the set 
of four hands together ; and the 
collection of every played hand 
(in a waste-paper basket). 

It is unfair to comment on the 
slowncs.s the procedure involves if 
one bases one's conclusions merely 
on the initial effort : any innova
tion will inevitably have its 
" growing pains." But in fact the 
evening, billed to start at 8 p.m. 
did not properly get under weigh 
until 8.45 ;* and the final score 
was not computed until well past 
midnight. 

It must be, in justice, frankly 
stated that the organisers
l\Ir.· J. Press burger, who did the 
match-pointing as the results came 
in, actually in the room ; i\Irs. 
Nesta Lyon, who announced the 
vulnerability and the dealer for 
every hand and acted as 1\l.C. ; 
and 1\lrs. Shammun, who imle
fatigably collected the old, and 
distributed the new, packets of 
cards-worked like Trojans. 

* This was due to the late 
arrival of c~rlain participants. 
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Players were especially askecl
rcpcaledly entreated- to ke~p 
tlown their voices ; and errors m 
the scoring were-after the first 
three or four hands-very few. 

If the critic may hazard a 
possibly constructive sugges~ion 
for future events of the same kmd, 
it would be that the envelopes 
should be previously marked with 
the vulnerability situation and the 
llcaler, so that j)Jayers could " get 
on \Vilh it " without waiting for 
a ,-erbal announcement, too often 
and too easily forgotten ; and 
that the match-poin_ter should 
have an office outside the room of 
play where he .could make his 
calculations in greater peace
with, therefore, less chance of 
error anrl ~rcater speed* 

A hand fnim the premiere posed 
this problem in Llcfcncf~ : 

+ K H 4 2 
~ K J 3 
0 A K 10 7 :~ 

+ Q 
+ A 7. Ei 
\? A 8 7 <i Ei -t 
·o 8 
+ AG3 

orlh (the ultim:tte Dummv) 
bid a Diamond ; East inttTven~d 
with a Hearl ; South bid a Spade, 
raised to Three and re -bid by 
Suulh to Four. West led the Hearl 
Queen and East was in with lhe 
Ace. 

Puzzle : \Vh ;• l should East do ? 
There arc three line'i open : 

* II' e are told these su~gestions 
which occurred spontaneously to 
the organisas, have alreadv been 
translated into fact. -
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(i) return the Hearts, trusting 
(a) that \Vest is singleton or 
doubleton and can either ruff 
immediately or over-ruff sub
sequently-the second a poor 
chance since \Vest seems marked 
with only a singleton trump; 

(ii) cash three Aces and exit, 
hoping West will make a Diamond; 

(iii) play Diamond at Trick 2 ; 
win the first Spade ; ancl under
lead the Club in the hope of a ruff; 
or, better, win the second Spade in 
the hope of receiving a high Club 
from Vlest. 

We must tender our congratula
tions to the Lyndhu'rst upon their 
enterprise and industry, as on the _ 
di~tinguished gathering which 
graced the event, to which l\frs. 
Gordon, Dr. Lee, Standish Booker, 
Dr. Wood-Hill, Dr. Rockfelt, 
Mrs. l\Jarkus, Mrs. 1\IacDonnell, 
l\Irs. Gardener, 1\Irs. Alder, 
Mr. Konstam and 1\Ir. Hirsch 
were among those who accepted 
invitations. · 

The winners were (N-S) 1\frs. 
l\Iarkus and l\'Ir. Harold Le\'er, 
with a monumental total and 
(E-\V) l\lr. Tavlor and Mr. Ecker 
who nosed out on thl' last two 
hoards in a close struggle. 

COMMITTEE CUP 
The Final for the Committee 

Cup-played in October- was won 
by the Civil Service C.B.A.-R. E. 
Clark (Capt.), · J. A. Boatman, 
Dr. R. Varley, C. ]. Stokes, l\Iiss 
D. Coen and l\Iiss P. Nye. 

They defeated by 1080 
(aggregate) points the team cap
tained by l\Ir. Pennant Jones. \ . 



ELEMENTARY, ~y DEAR 
WATSON- B.UT VITAL . 

F H.OJ\1 . Thundersley, Essex, 
comes the wail : Please 
comment on the following 

bidding :- · 
+ Q982 + AK765 
I\IAQ72 I\7K6 
OA-l 0]10862 
+ A K 4 . ·+ :~ 

West opened a Heart ; oppo
nents did nut intervene, and the 
sequence proceeded in the 
following quite unbelievable 
manner :-

11\1 
3 N.T. 
-l N.T. 
5 + 

20 
4+ 
50 
No Bid! 

At sight, any rational .system 
should get to Six Spades '' in 
sleep," as Skid Simon was wont 
to say. But, since the East 
player defends his handling of the 
problems posed by his cards, it 
might be well to analyse the 
sequence bid by bid. 

\Vest's choice of opening- One 
Heart- seems to us impeccable. 
The available alternatives are 
One (Strong) o Trump- for 
which, holding 19 points, it is too 
strung ;* and One (Baronial) 
Spade. On such a holding as this 
with no difficulty in finding a re
bid, we qm see no earthly point in 
initiating a Queen-Nine-high suit 
instead of an Ace-Queen-high suit. 
On such a hand, No Trumps is the 

* Th e Strong No Trump should 
'lll'ilhcr drop below 16 nor exceed 18 . 
points, Tens counting a/! point. 
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by The Editor 

logical destination if Partner dues 
not either support Hearts, bid 
Spades himself, or show passion
ate interest in a minor. 

We wish to make it clear at the 
outset that we are not proposing to 
?isplay our power by Reversing 
mto Spades. We hold the view 
that the Reverse only incidentally 
shows power but primarily shows 
shape; to bid suits upside-down, 
unless playing Canape, which 
makes the bidding of a short 
suit before a long one integral to 
the system, (or unless ill-advised 
enough to play one or two of the 
" freak " systems locally current 
in Britain, such as ightingale, 
the Taylor and the Basic advo
cated by Mr. Scarfi and now 
accepted as " standard " in 
Newport, Mon., its author's own 
stamping ground) : to bid suits 
upside down, we say, purely to 
show strength in the hand as a 
whole is, pace Colonel G. G. ]. 
\Valshe, a method with which the 
Joumal, in common with the 
bulk of expert players in Britain, 
has no patience whatsoever. 

It is true that a circle of experts 
would open with a Spade, because 
the system they play would never 
otherwise be enabled to show that 
the hand contained four cards in 
the black major and only four 
cards in the red one, if the initial 
bid was a Heart and Spades were 
subsequently supported: Baron 
requiring a major 4-l to be 
opened, irrespective of the value 

Co11li11ued 011 page 17 
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accurate, response of 4 N:T. , . 
LOST IN THE 
SCHWARTZWALD 

Of many Blackwood tragedies 
and anomalies reported to us fr~m 
time to time, the most amusmg 
is a sublime effort by a casual 
partner at Cr_oc~ford's ~f Inter
national Laches Captam, 1\'irs. 
A. L. Fleming, invited and 
agreeing, to play CAB. 

Defying the rigid rule of that 
rigid, Dodds-beloved system, 
which enjoins that a Two Club 
opening must be predicated upon 
a minimum of two Aces, 1\Jrs. 
Fleming's partner opened Two 
Clubs. 

1\lrs. Fleming perceived in her 
ham\ no fewer than three bullets. 
She gave the "impossible," but 

COVER PROBLEM SOLUTION 
+ K U 5 
'Vl o ~rs 
0 .f3 
+ A H G 5 :i 

+ AJ982 
<yl K3 · 
0 A K 7 
+ K 7 2 

Rad bidding has achieved a contract 
of Six Spades. Postulating a game in 
which the defence can slip as ncar
fatally as the bidding, what .is your best 
chance to get home against the lead of 
the Queen of Diamonds ? 

The bidding sequence whirh achieved 
the Six Spades contract was : 

I + 2 + 
:1 + -1 NT (Blackwood) 
50 fi + 

l;rantin~ the weak openin~. which 
has something to recommend it, some 
sign-uti should have been made. 
Either a bid of 2 NT o\;cr the force 
(even Scientist Norman i>quire sanc
tions 2 NT as a sign-otT after a One Club 
opening) ; or a Blacl(\vood" cheating" 
rPsponsc of Five Clubs. 

(3 N.T. announces 2 Aces, there
fore, holding 3 ~\ces the range must 
be raised by one level). 

Or>ener now shot to Six H~arls, 
which was passed (!). Tlmleeu 
tricks were inescapable. 

Post M ortcm : 
Opener : (rcproaclzfully) Coultln't 

you have gone to Seven, 
Partner? . 

Dimmie : (with hla11d scrc11ity) 
Didn't you know I had three 
Aces by my response? 

Opener : (7C'ith mclallcholy pride) 
Yes-but, you see, I knew your 
Ace of Diamonds was no gootl 
to me ! (accusi11gly) Anyway, 
couldn't you have gone more 
slowly? 

(Collapse of slim party) 

However, yon arc in Six Spades. The 
alternatives open to you-apart from 
immediately conceding One Down!
arc: win the Diamond with the Ace 
and immediately ducking a Club to 
East. If your Diamond false-card is 
bclim•ccl, ami a Diamond is returned, 
a111l l!H· Clubs break, you arc home. 

This will not solve, even against bad 
lit-fenders ; for East will know he 
dol'S not hold the Diamond I\:ing ; and _ 
he will !mow enough to recognise that 
'Vest would scarcely lead Queen from 
1\:ing-Qncen. 
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Secondly, it is even money who holds 
th~ Ace of Hearts. If 'Vest, you arc 
I!Omg to lose the Heart King anyway. 
If Ea.st, he may come up with it on a 
low Heart lead from Dummy, fearing 
you hold a singleton 1\:ing. 

. lf this does not materialise, you must 
Immediately cash the Queen of Hcal'ts; 
ruff your losing Diamond ; and run 
your trumps, in the hope that the hand 
with J 10 of Hearts also holds Q] 10 of 
Clubs. 

(In prac'ticc, East obligingly played 
Ace on a low He_art from Dummy). 
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Cuuliuurd from page 15 Game unless he had hopes o{ 
,of the cards helu, with the Spades. Slam; which he- on the bidding 

This is, in our own. view, so far- a11d 011 a 5-4 which lrc. lras 
pushing to the extreme of lunatic anllounced, need not necessarily 
logic the valuable contribution to expect. 
necessary Preparedness · on \\7ith the Spade suit marked as 
weaker hands which Baron has four in PiJ.rtner's hand, \Vest's 
made to bridge. cards rocket into the stratosphere. 

Over One Heart, which we Here is the 4-4 fit which may 
approve, East prefers to bid Two easily produce the extra trick. 
Diamonds on Knave-Ten to Quite correctly, he bids 4 N.T. 
live- a minor suit-than One _.Westresponds Five Diamonds. £./.)~/ 
Spade on Ace-King to five--:-a If this be Culbertson, it is a 
major! Unless he is one who dead sign-off, and shows such a 
Reverses purely to show hand as 
strength-an " Unfrocked Ex- + KJxx <y>x OKJxxx + Jxx 
pert ," to quote Victor 1\lollo- although it is doubtful whether 
there can be even less reason than this should disturb 3 N.T. since 
rhyme to this effort. Spades are a Partner has bid the singleton
better suit than Diamonds : it suit. 
takes fewer tricks to reach If it be a Blackwood response, 
Game in Spades; · they have a East is branded as lacking in 
greater pre-emptive value ; and imagination, for here is, assuredly, 
it is more economical to bid One a case ·for jumping direct to a Six 
than Two. Also the Spades held in view of the key-card of the · 
are better than the Diamonds. King of Hearts in the .hand 
We have no hesitation in con- actually held, plus the tops in 
demning unreservedly the Two Spades and the singleton in the 
Diamond effort because it gains un-bid suit. 
nothing and can lose a lot. . It is true that East has 

West now bids the full value of scuppered himself : he dare nut 
his hand : Three No Trumps, bid Six· Diamonds for the suit he 
which his cards are worth had elected to show first.is a bad one; 
East replied with a mere One-bid. nor dare he go to Six Spades .at 
The fact that East is good once, for this, if Partner prefers 
enough to bid Two-over-One and the Diamonds, will involve a 
thus must have some 8-plus points Seven ; while. Five Hearts cannot 
and a fair shape, but bids in a suit be taken as showing the King for 
which West docs not fit, compels certain, but may induce Opener 
\Vest not to get excited. to ~nvisage a 5-4-3-1 with K x x 

East, having stymied himself in Heads (since Partner is 
with his first effort, now shows the virtually marked with three Aces 
Spades. He is now definitely on the bidding, unless he holds 
marked as a 5-4, but never as a 5 points in Diamonds missing the 
;1 -;1. He might, it is true, be a Ace). This might induce Partner 
6-5, a 6-4, but a 5-5 is the one to contract for a Heart slam, if he 
thing he ca11110t be. He is also held five cards in his opening suit 
marked as a singleton-holder, or but chose 3 N.T. rather than . the 
he would not disturb a No Trump might-be-pa;;sed Three Hearts. 
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i'ivc Hearts might also be for :~ N :i. · or 4 Spades ; and, 
construed to mean two Aces, and again, East has only to bid 
a Grand bid with the Diamond naturally to find the " Master-
Ace missing. bid" : Three Diamonds. 

West now " corrects " to Five West, delighted, now bids 
Spades: he can do no more-and -! N.T. ·(of whatever variety) and 
East caps a monumental per- to a Culbertson, West bids Five 
formance of ineptitude by Passing. Hearts (which must postulate an 
Surely the conventional Four Ace and shows a key feature of the 
No Trumps after the limit-bid of King which may induce West to 
Three can be due only to a bid the Grand if he have the cards 
startling improvement in the to justify it). To this, West should 
West hand after East's Spade-bid : bid Six Clubs, showing the King 
either because the Spades suit and still angling for the Grand. 
West (more probable) or because But East is now through. He bids 
there is a chance of a Diamond Six Spades : a Six Diamond bid 
slam. · would announce the Diamond 

In any event, and whatever the King and induce \Vest quite 
misconstruction of the original correctly to shoot the Seven. 
response to the Four No Trump If Blackwood is the order of the 
effort, the bid of Five Spades day, West bids Five Diamonds
should have been made by East : now he can afford to tell the 
it is certain, playing Blackwood, truth, and should do so ; and 
from West's point of view, that West bids Six Clubs ! East, 
Five Spades must be a lie! No slightly baffled, lest his partner 
Four No Trumpist could possibly has merely a gigantic two-suiter, 
have but One Ace after a 3 N.T. corrects to Six Hearts aJld West, 
bid and a subsequent burst into indulging in his antics purely 
Blackwood. because the ultimate contract is in 

Granting the whole horror of the a higher suit, bids Six Spades. 
sequence, East has still a: chance . Simpl~r bidding might suggest a 
to get out of the several pits he direct S1x Spade bid over Five 
h~s dug f?r himself by the simple Diamonds . 
bid of S1x Spades : his Spade 
Honours ; his Heart King 
doubleton ; his Club singleton 
should compel the bid : even his 
5-card length in Spades should 
induce him to " shoot." 

So much for comment- des-
tructive. ow for comment-
constructive. 

We have already endorsed the 
opening of One Heart. To this 
~ast cannot improve upon th~ 
s1mple and correct bid of One 
Spade. To this, West should find 
Three Clubs: he is now too good 
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Oh,. all ye Easts-, striving for 
esotenc excellence, ·puzzling your 
heads with undigested smatterings 
of ill-considered theory, take 
note of these maxims :-
The simplest bid is the right bid ; , 
The natural bid is the simplest 

bid; 
l\Iake it. 
H.eversing shows shape, not

except indircclly- strength. 
Do not-save when co01pelled to 

by an awkward holding-bid 
bad suits ahead of good ones, or ' 
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bid Prepared Clubs when you Dealer contended that on the 
can open naturally. hand in question, a Three Club bid 

Lay these precepts to your heart ~vas obligatory, impe~ative and, 
and act on them. m fact, the ~nly posstble call to 

. . . make : the btd, at the 3-level, of 
l•or of such 1s the Kmgdom of Hearts was 1ar too ambitious even 

Heaven. after a Pass. Only if the Three 
Now for a talc of. tragedy : also 

of an argument. You shall be 
judge and jury both. 

A certain player dealt himself, 
in the middle of. a run of bad 
cards, the following hand and his 
hopes rode high :-
+ x \/AKx OAKxx + QJ98x 

He was a good player and 
opened One Club. 

The rude fellow on his left
also a good player- intervened 
with a Spade ; and Fourth hand
a third good player- made things 
as difficult as possible with a Two 
Spade effort over a Pass. ' 

Dealer cursed silently, but 
Doubled. This, by all the laws of 
normal bidding, is Informatory ; 
it is, also , by all the laws of logic, 
informatory. It is manifestly 
unlikely that Dealer, opening · a 
mere one Bid, wants to play 
against a voluntarily-assumed 
contract of Two Spades by the 
enemy. If Second hand has 
psyched and Dealer holds the 
Spades, the Double with a Passing 
partner is lunatic tactics ; a 
psyche in Spades- the highest of 
the suits- is also improbable; 
and there is little to suggest that 
anyone is playing funny business 
at all. 

Intervener Passed the Double 
automatically; and Dealer's 
Partner a lso passed on a 4-3-3-3 
hand with three cards to the Ace 
in Clubs, and no other card of 
value. 
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Clubs elicited a Three Diamond or 
Three Heart bid from the Opener 
should the Hearts be mentioned, 
either a raise to 4 over a bid of 
Hearts or at the level of 3 over the 
Diamond suit. 

This, Dealer claims, is simple 
and straightforwa'rd, saying in 
capital letters; I_ have a bad 
hand, by my Pass ; I have 
normal Club support, by my 
belated raise-and I have nothing 
worth mentioning ; but I have 
four cards in He~rts now that you 
show yourself to hold a 4-4-4-1 or 
5-4-4-0 whale. 

As it was, Dealer would have 
made no effort and the hand 
would have been played peacefully 
in Three Clubs. 

However, Dealer's partner 
Passed and the hand was played in 
Two Spades Doubled. Dealer's 
partner elected to open the Eight 
from the Ten-Eight-Three of 
Diamonds. Dummy went down . 
with Queen-Seven to four and the 
fat was in the fire. 
- For Dealer won with the King 
and cashed the Ace on which 
Declarer dropped the Knave and 
Leader played the Three. A third 
Diamond (Dealer trusting the 
lead to be, as anyone would 
suppose from the fall of the 
cards, the leave-in of the Double, 
aful the non-lead of the Club
the King of which was on the 
Table). put the fat well in the. fire -
when the Ten, instead of lurking, 
badly concealed by the " childish" 
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piay of the Knave, in Declarer's 
hanu, appeared in the Leader's. 

After which, Two Spades were 
comfortably made, with Game, 
rubber, bonus, cigars and nuts. 

Dealer's pained eyebrows 
induced his Partner to exonerate 
himself for the lea ve-in of the 
Double. Taking this point Jirst, 
his argument was: " Why could 
you not bid Three Clubs and let 
inc know it was a real suit? A 
One Club opening is not a real 
suit-it is merely an 'opening 
gambit'" 

The partnership had decided 
to play the Strong No Trump
when a Club is often opened on a 
hand which must bid the Short 
Club in order to cater for a 
re-bid ; so the argument is not 
lightly to be disregarded. 

But the Negative Double in this 
position must be predicated upon 
at least a 4-card Club suit, or the 
wretched Partner can have no
where wliither to retreat if he hold 
a balanced blizzard. On this 
bidding, if Partner hold no suit, 
he must be able to bid Three 
Clubs in confidence : in fact, 
Opener is (or should be) prepared 

·for this weakness rescue and will 
welcome it as a playable contract, 
if he do not greet it with acclaim 
as an incitement to Game. 

Such a hand as :-
+ xx. <vAQxx OKJIOx + AKx 
is not opened a " Short " Club but 
as a (natural) · Heart. Such a 
hand as 

+ Q!Oxx <vKQxx Oxx + AK'x 
slzoulcl be opened a Spade, not a 
Short Club since it has 14 points 
and can re-bid Two Hearts; but 
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if the system require ~L Ciub 
opening, is not able negattvely to 
Double an intervening Diamontl 
bid, when this has been raised to 
the 2-level primarily because it is 
not strong enough. Should the 
part-score situation be acute and 
the gambling propensities of the 
player dictate action, he still 
should not Double, because it 
cannot stand a Three Club take
out. If you want to gamble on 
this, toss-up between the Majors 
or bid the Hearts with a potential 
retreat to Spades. 

You may behold here the 
difference between the Dealer's 
orthodox thought and the 
Partner's mental processes, 
affected as they have been by 
regarding One Club as merely an 
opening gambit and not a suit in 
its own right. 

Now, for the lead. The" middle 
of three " was the lead evolved by 
the almost-good players who found 
(at Auction) the dilemma of 
differentiating between the Top of 
Nothing and a Doubleton, one 
hard to solve. The " middle-of
three ,; is, when the top-card in 
the suit is an Honour, one hundred 
per cent. bad: the Ten is a 
respectable card which should be 
either .consen·ed or used to 
promote partner's holding. In 
any event, if the middle-of-three is 
selected for deception; it is 
mandatory that the higher card 
shall be played to the seconu 
trick. 

So much for the card chosen ; 
now, for the suit : Partner has bill 
Clubs in which you hold A x x. 
Why not lead the Ace? It will 
elicit either a card of encourage
ment or discouragement from 
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!Jarlner; may pave the way to 
immediately forcing Declarer ; 
will enable you to see Dummy and, 
because Partner has bid it, may 
well be a constructive lead rather 
than a mere beating of empty air : 
the valid objection to the bl£nd . 
lead of an Ace. 

. which it would not normally have 
been, the Dummy holding K Q x) 
gave them eleven tricks. 

If the readers of the Contract 
Bridge Journal complain that this 
excursus is too elementary for 
them, We offer no apology but 
this explanation :-

Finally: why experiment with 
a 3-card unbid suit ? Leader could The Leader in the last hand is a 
have chosen the lowest of a 4-card well-kno\vn County player who is 
Heart suit, where Partner, by to be seen constantly in the 
inference, was strong ; a Club- medium-priced room of London's 
the Ace-where Partner by leading bridge club : no Palooka 
announcement, both explicit by he. The East in the first hand has 
his bid and implicit by his Double, County ambitions. 
was strong; or-perhaps best of In fac.t, it is the fair player who; 
all, since the raise might, on the today, is far more likely to get 
bidding, be predicated upon abysmal results than the out-and
ruffing-values-a trump. Why the out beginner, whose natural card 
Eight from 10-8-3 of Diamo11ds? sense and common sense have not 

The selection of , this suit been vitiated by a welter of 
reminds us of a player who once fallacious, though plausible, 
said to us : " you rna y think you theory masquerading as science. 
arc a good player; but I would · Now for a more advanced piece 
have you know I have every of "murrler" with the technique 
reason to · believe I am a good not of the blunt instrument nor 
player too." The occasion of this the ounce of arsenic; but the fine · 
egotistical utterance was the Italian hand of someone who once 
following :- spent a week-end in Bordighera-

We had bid a Heart and the or possibly had a friend who did: 
opposition had contracted some- This player had the good 
what gingerly for Three No fortune to face Algernon de 
Trumps. The self-styled good Horsey and, the second stroke of 
player had a balanced blizzard, luck to pick up : 
including three Hearts to the Ten. 
He elected to lead a small Diamond + AKQxxxx "x OQx..x + Ax 
from four to the Knave! He then · The third " horseshoe" was to 
proceeded to justify the lead on hear de Horsey open One 
the ground that they had our Diamond ! Visions of re-valuing 
Hearts sewn up evidently, so why the Pound must have flitted 
not try the Diamonds? ·across the player's mind. 

As it was, a Heart lead gets the There was a butt-in of One 
contract down two ; while the Heart- and thence was initiated 
Diamond (which happened to the crime. For the holder of this 
strike our singleton and enabled magnificent ·collection found 
partner's Knave to be caught himself anxious to do a lot of 
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things at once : to announce his the partnership was titularly 
whale; to proclaim his suit ; to · playing Acol-a11d the next 
h1dicate support for his partner; player bid Five Cluhs. To this 
to speak of slams ; to state intervention, there was no earthly 
shortness in the intervening suit : reason why the Partner should 
all items of information it was not give the conventional response 
desirable to impart. .of Fi\·e No Trumps- since he 

Th« sensible way to do this is to 
make a forcing-bid and then allow 
the bidding to develop naturally : 
specifically, to bid Two Spades, 
and be guided by Opener's action 
what you do. This gives you as 
much time to tell as much of your 
story as the range .between Two 
Spades and Seven No Trumps will 
alrow-minus, of course, any bids 
that the Opposition consume. 
This is, also, the very basis of 
Approach bidding, and its real 
raison d'elre: even Old :Man 
Ewart (" Direct ") Kempson 
Approaches on big hands. 

The player who held this hand, 
however, elected to cue-bid 
Hearts! 

Now, this cue-bid made 
immediately over an intervention 
is a valuable weapon 011 t/ze right 
hand. It should have at least 
4-card support, preferably with a 
couple of ·high Honours, for 
Opener's suit; it should affirm 
instantly, that the hand will b~ 
played in Openers' suit : that is 
its prime function. Here, oue of 
the last things anticipated was to 
play in Diamonds, which lllil!,lzf be . 
no better than King to four 
opposite Queen to thref!. lHore
uver, the Two Heart bid was, in 
these circumstances, a Mack lie as 
opposed to the white lie of a cue
bid on a singleton justified by 
some other holding. ~ 

De Horsey immediately bid 
Four No Trumps (Culbertson)-
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held more than the technical 
qualifications : viz, two Aces. 

His main reason was that he had 
told a lie with his c11e-bid in 
Hearts. He had also not yet (at 
the 5-level! ) mentioned, even by 
implication, his Spade holding. 
It was not borne in upon him that 
the dreaded Heart singleton was 
" coverecl " by de . Horsey's 
amzounced Ace : for the beauty of 
the ~/5 is the number of inferences 
it offers to those of its adherents 
capable of drawing them. 

ln point ,of fact, _ the Partner 
found the " Master Bid " of . . 
Seven Spades ! This was passed 
" in sleep " by Fourth-hand ; 
passed doubtfully by de Horsey; 
and Doubled (pretty ob\'iously, on 
th_e two-suit showing) for a 
~1amond lead by the gallant 
111 tervener. 

When the bidding came round 
to de Horsey, he was fully aware 
of the danger of the ruff; but he
a gem1ine expert, alert to every 
inference of the system and 
conventions he was playing- did 
~OT ~em.ove to Seven No Trumps. 
fhe b1ddmg, so far, proclaimed in 
capital· letters that the Ace of 
~lu!Js ~vas. missing ! The partner, 
1f l11s b1~dmg meant anything, had 
lwu vmds : Club and Heart · 
with, perhaps, nine Spades and 
four Diamonds ; ten and three ; 
or, possibly, eight anclllve. There 
~:as a genuine z:isk of losing at No 
1 rumps the hrst six or seven 
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tricks in Clubs. Better, by far, 
risk a one-trick defeat in Spades
with the chance that the Double 
was " on prihciple," plus the 
chance that a Diamond would not 
be led-than an ignominious rout 
in No Trumps. 

De Horsey's hand was:-

+ .J \/AQx OAKJIOxxxx + x 
and, although Seven Diamonds 
was unbeatable, that bid had been 
passed, like a ship in the night: 
gone, gone beyond recall ; and, 
although Seven No Trumps was 
"stiff" de Horsey was right not to 
bitl it. 

Now, mark the additional 
horse-shoes the partner of the 
miserable Algy carried in his hip
pocket. Not only did he hold so 
superb a hand ; which he had 

PROBLEM 
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maltreated, even to distortion by 
rack and thumbscrew, in the 
bidding, but he did not get a. 
Diamond lead ! Add to this, that 
the Dummy held the key card of 
the Knave of Spades, while leader 
held four to the ten. 

Grant that it would be "rotten 
luck, pard," to go down owing to a 
mere J x x x when you held seven 
to A K Q : what luck is it that a 
bad contract-nay, a shocking 
contract-should make owing to 
the fortuitous trump holding 
(impossible of discovery) of the 
partner plus the bad-defence of 
the opponents : and this when two 
contracts of virtually equal 
numerary worth and overwhelm
ing technical superiority had been, 
the one by-passed and tht: other 
never considered. 
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The worst of the story is yet to How simple ; how cffcc~h-e ; 
come. The mercifully un-named how classic ; how success_ful- and 
criminal in these annals is still (important a~ match-pumts) teu 
convinced that he bid the hand points better 111 the final result. 
immaculately I 

For the record, the sequence 
should be :-
1 0 I~ 
4 0* 5 + (?) 
7 0 No 

No 
No 

* An ciaftt-card suit to 
A K J 10 ma)• be con~idcred solid 
awl thus justify the .JilllljJ-nvcr-a
force to show, normally A_ K Q J to 
six or A K Q to seve1z.-EDITOH. 

As OTHERs· SEE Us 
A SCANDINAVIAN IMPRESSION OF BRITISH HllJl.>ING 

by ERIC JANNERSTEN (Stockholm) 

Editor's uote-

At a time when British bidding nzellzods are beginning to 
make a marlwd impression on the Continent, it is of 
interest to publish in the 1 oumal the views of a well-known 
Scrmdiuavian autlzority. J11r. 1 mmerstcn is the dis
tinguished Editor of the Swedish Bridge Tidningen, the 
Scandinavian Nordsk Bridge H.cvy, aud the new English 
language European Bridge Review. TV e have asked 
1lfr. 1aunersten to write this article and to hit as hard as 
he likes. 

W HEN we renewed acquain
tance, for the first time 
since the war, with English 

bidding technique at Copenhagen 
in 1948, we formed the impression 
that your systems were somewhat 
improvised and not built up on a 
sound foundation. We decided 
that Great Britain had won the 
Championship, not through any 
bidding superiority, but because 

· their play of the cards, particularly 
in de{cnce, was outstandingly 

. good. 

Before the i 949 Championships 
in Paris, we thought that we could 
beat the British . · It seemed 
impossible that you could continue 
to ska tc over thin icc in the bidding 
- in the long run your methods 
must surely let you down. We 
were confident that our own bid
ding style was far more efficient. 
It is based on vintage Culbertson 
incorporating a number of our own 
ideas. 

We usc, for instance, the 
strong No-Trump (4-5 honour 
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tricks), a bid of a new suit at the fast rules. Will not the average 
Three level as forcing for one player come to grief when he has 
round, ai1d our own vers~on of to rely too much on his individual 
Asking bids, developed to such an judgment? 
extent that i\lr. Culbertson himself From time to time we hear 
would not find the right answer complaints of poor entries for 
without several hours' study. In competitions in Great Britain. 
theory these and other ingredients W.e are told that the same names 
should show far more precise appear year after year in the 
resulls than the British home- prize lists. And after the Copen
baked bidding cake. hagen tournament last year, the 

But the British team of 1949 English bridge columnists em
gave us something to think about. phasised the comparative youth of 
We had to concede that your the Scandinavian players. It was 
bidding was not a mere matter of suggested that Britain would find 
improvisation, but that you used it difficult to. maintain her 
a genuine system which yet left position in the future when the 
room for flexibility in - certain younger Scandinavian players 
situations. It was clear that it were more experienced and the 
was based on sheer ·logic with British stars were approaching the 
plenty of scope· for the player's veteran stage. 
judgment. This individual It seems to me that the system 
judgment is the most important may have something to do with 
factor in any system-it is not the this state of affairs. Is it not 
system itself, but · the common- possible that our systems, which 
sense of the man using it, that aim at giving every bid a precise 
decides the day. . meaning, are better devised to 

There is little point in writing guide inexperienced players along 
an article in fulsome praise of the right track than the British 
English bidding. Your own systems? Do you not · postulate 
experts can probably do it much too great an understanding of the 
better. So I will content myself by game, a knowledge properly 
saying that I see plenty of ad- restricted to the small army of 
vantages, but also some experts? 
disadvantages. The difference between the 

The first thing that strikes me . British and the Scandinavian top
when I consider the English ranker can perhaps be summed up 
systems (in this connection I can like this : the .British use a system 
sec no great difference between that permits unlimited liberty for 
Acol and CAB) is the great the individual, while the 
difficulty that they present to the Scandinavians take the same 
average player. Is he not given liberties outside the system. 
too much rope with which to hang An English player may be faced 
himself ? Does not the system with a choice of three different 
make too great a demand on the bids in a certain situation where 
player's commonsense ? Common- the Scandinavian has only one. 
sense is invaluable, but the less The English expert makes the 
you know about the game, the right choice and gets a brilliant 
nl.ore need you have for hard and result. But the English average 
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player? He has to take a decision- strength. The English point count 
for him, a very difficult decision. even gives the second hand an 

The average Scandinavian extra pip. Both hantls contain 
player has no problem. The bid normal trump support. But-on 
recommended by the system is not the second hand Two Spades must 
necessarily pedect, but it w111 not be the best response, because it is 
get him into serious trouble. And not strong enough for more than 
the Scandinavian expert? If he is one voluntary bid. 
not satisfied with the bid laid down The begi!lner may get confused 
by the system, he takes the liberty if we tell him to bid Two Diamonds 
of stepping out of his straight in the first case and Two Spades in 
jacket. He might easily find the the second. Theref~re the system 
same bid as the English expert. lays down that you must bid Two 

Let us examine some simple Spades on both these hands. 
examples. The first only applies l\Iaybe it is not the best bid on the 
to our beginners: first, but it is at least a step in the 
+ 9 7 54 ~8 O A Q 8 6 4 + 9 52. right direction. And Two Spades 
This is South's hand. His partner on the first hand will do less harm 
deals and opens with One Spade. than Two Diamonds on the 
What should South bid? second. 

We can ignore the raise to As the beginner acquires more 
Three Spades, which is forcing in knowledge and experience, so he 
our system and cannot therefore will learn that Hand 1 constitutes 
be considered if we are to have a an exceptional case. From then on 
true comparison. he will bid Two Diamonds with 

Probably most English experts fewer than two honour tricks but 
would bid Three Spades, but if compensating values. 
this be ruled out, it is clear that We now go a step further and 
Two · Diamonds is 'the best quote an e:\.--ample given by an 
alternative. Both English and English expert, S. J. Simon. 
Scandinavian experts would agree Your partner opens One Spade and 
on that point. you hold : 

But in our system you are not -+ 873 ~9 OA9853 + 10984. 
allowed to bid Two Diamonds as l\Ir. Simon considered that Two 
the hand lacks the requisite two Spades was the only correct bid jf 
honour tricks. The expert is not . you decided not to pass, and so far 
concerned whether it contains we agree. But he went on to say 
two honour tricks or fewer- he that the accepted requirements for 
bids Two Diamonds anyway. He trump support were too high, and 
knows that the four-card support here we differ. 
for Spades and the singleton We hold that normally you 
Heart more than compensate for should have at least three to the 
the sub-minimum honour strength. Queen or four small before 

The beginner must not reckon . supporting partner's suit. But we 
that way. It is not so easy for him permit our more experienced 
to differentiate between the first players to break the ·FUie and bid 
hand and this one : Two Spades on this hand 

+ Q75 ~84 OAJ864 + 952. because it is obvious that this~ 
Both have the same honour the only good bid. 
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Tho~e of our players who arc not . It is not so easy to find this lay
in the master class arc better down grand slam without the usc 
advised to pass. This is far better ?f Asking bids. But with t1_1e~ it 
than responding One No-Trump or IS very, very easy. The biddmg 
Two Diamonds or getting into the goes: I + -3 + *; 4 + ?-4 0; . 
habit of bidding Two Spades on 5 + ?-5 0 ; 5 N.T.-6 \?; 7 +· 
something like this : · Three Spades is forcing to game 

+ 75:1 \?QS-t OKJ 92 _+1043. and West starts investigating 
A good player sees the difference slam possibilities. Four Clubs is 

between these two hands. The an Asking bid, and Four Diamonds 
a\·erage player does not. shows that East has second-round 

This may well be the reason - control in Clubs and first-round 
\\·hy we breed in Scandinavia so control in Diamonds; at the 
many more promising )roung same time he denies holding 
players than you do in Gn~at another Ace. Five Clubs is a 
Britain . We use systems With fresh Asking bid, enquiring fur 
rigid rules which in time we learn third-round control in Clubs. The 
to break, but the_ British players reply shows that control, and ~s 
have too much hberty from the East has already shown his 
outset. It is like a child that has Diamond Ace he now shows the 
to be led by its paren_ts until _ it King of that s~it with his response 
grows up to be responsible for Its of Five Diamonds. West can now . 
actions.Themoreitgrowsinstature, account for all possible losers in 
the more freedom it is allowed. the side suits, and the grand slam 

And now for your sl~m c?n- will depend on East holdiqg the 
,-entions. We all use Askmg bids King of Spades. Five No-Trumps 
and most of us play Blackwood. is the " big" grand slam force, 
~lost English experts seem to and East's Six Hearts shows the 
prefer cue-bids and the Culbert_son King of trumps, West can now bid 
Four-Five No-Trump conventwn. Seven Spades, knowing that the 
Both can have their advantages. chances of making it are about a 
But I do not think that English hundred to one on. 
players have a thorough grasp of This does not mean that you 
Asking bids, an~ ~ore than we should always Ask about controls. 
understand cue-biddmg. . One reason why Asking bids have 

To make proper use of Askmg got such a bad name is because 
bids, one _should " Ask '.' only they arc often used at the wro'?g 
when there IS reall_y somethmg ~ou time. An English expert once saJ_d 
want to know. Th1s means puttmg that it was impossible to reach tins 
a question to your partner wh~n small slam with the aid of Asking 
you are interested 111 controls m bids: 
one or more suits. Furthermore, 
you should have beforehand some 
Idea ·of your partner's general 
strength. For example : 
+ A Q J 9 7 6 + K 8 5 :i 
'?- '? 764~ 
OQ J53 O AK6~ 
+ A-t3 + 7 
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\VEST EAST 

+ AQ975 + K86-t 
\?A93 \?52 
OS OAJ94 + AK86 + Q72 

* Forciug i11cvilablc when Aski11g 
Bids are bci11g played- EDITOR. 

' . I 
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it is quite true that Asking bids course, had not the slighte.>t hope 
will not help you on this hand, of a slam. But could it do arty 
but a good pair who normally use harm to give the impr.ession that 
them instead of cue-bids could he was so strong that a slam might 
reach the slam like this : be possible if the gaps in a 

.' 

somewhat weak Heart holding . 
1 +-2 0 ; 3 + -4 + ; 5 +-6 +· could be filled in ? The risk of 

Three Clubs in this situation is 
forcing for one round. When East 
jumps to Four Spades, West 
becomes slam-minded. But he 
has nothing in particular to ask . 
about. Of course the grand slam 
might be on if East's hand fits like 

· a glove, but West is too old a hand 
to believe in fairy tales. As he 
himself has control in each suit, 
East's values are welcome 
wherever they rriay happen to be. 
He makes a slam try with Five 
Spades which means, when asking 
bids are normally used, that West 
is interested in undisclosed values. 
East will take note of his Queen of 
Clubs which may well be a key 
card; the doubleton Heart may 
also be useful, so he raises to Six. 

Another objection raised against 
Asking bids is that they tell the 
opponents too much about your 
strength and distribution. True, 
as long as you only use " honest " 
Asking bids. But is there any
thing to prevent you Asking in a 
false suit, where you have 110 

losers, to create the impression 
that this is your vulnerable point? 
Here is one of many examples · 
that might be quoted of this form 
of psychic: 

WEST 

+ AKJ75 
<v A K] 
0 Q 76 
+ 53 

EAST 

• Q 9 4 2 
<v9653 

. 0 7 
+ K864 

getting a positive response, when 
he himself had the Ace and King 
but three Hearts only, was 
infinitesimal. North was duly 
fooled. Hearts ought to be the 
best suit to attack, so he led a 
small one from four to the 
Queen. As the Ace of Clubs was 
held by South, this was the only 
lead to give declarer his contract. 

These small objections of mine 
are really only a matter of taste. 
I am prepared to believe that the 
British experts miss very few 
makable shims. There are un
doubtedly some that the Scan
dinavian expert will bid but 
which cannot be found with the 
British slam-bidding technique. 
It is not impossible to construct 
examples to show th'e opposite. 

It is not here_ that we really fail 
to see eye to eye, but in the fact 
that the British bidding m~thods 
appear to us too difficult for the 
ordinary player. 

You have only to study what 
Scandinavian bridge has achieved. · 
At Copenhagen last year 
Scandinavian nations got the 
second and third place ; this year 
in Paris we came second, third and 
fourth. Our three countries 
together comprise some 15 million 
inhabitants. How is it that these 
small nations can enter · such 
strong teams and keep up a 
continuous recruiting campaign? 
Do you not think that bid<ling . 

The actual bidding was systems may have something to 
1 +-2 + ; 4 <v ?-4 +· West, of do with it? 
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I nt$ by Edmund P?illips 

The CONTR ACT BRIDGE 
JOUHNAL offers a p rize of TWO 
GU INEAS for the best s'et of solutions 
to the following problems. I n t he 
event of two or more sets of solutions 
being of equal merit , t he monthly 
prize will he divided. 

:\nswers to EDMUND PHILLIPS. 
Esq., Competition Editor, Contract" 
JJI'iclii<' .f ournal, 172 Chester · R oad, 
l'\nrthwich, Cheshire, not later tha n 
Vee. 7th, 1949. Solutions and 
nanws of prize winners in the Octdber 
Competition will appear next month. 

PIWDLEM No. 1 (12 points) 

East-West Game. You, South, hold : 

+ JS V1KQ 10 74 ()A 64 + QI02 
The bidding proceeds : 

EAsT SouTH \ VEST N oRTH 

I + 2Yi 
No bid ? 

3. Double 

What do you bid? 

PnollLEM No. 2 (12 points) 

North-South Game. Y ou, South, 
hold: 

+ JS3 YiQ 7 ()A KJ + Q 6542 
The bidding proceeds : 

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 

I + 
? 

I + 2 Vi -

What do you bid ? 

No bid 

PnoHLI!M No. 3 (12 poin ts) 

Love All. You, South, hold: 

+ 7 Y1 K IO H542 () KJ9 + 1052 
The bidding proceeds : 

NORTH 

I + 
3() 
3 + 

What do you b id? 

SouTH 

2Yi 
3~ 
? . 

PROBLEM No. 4 (12 point~) 
LoveAll. You; South, hold: 

+ AJ ~AIO ()Q52 + KQ10853 
The bidding proceeds ·: 

SOUTH 

I + 
? . 

What do you bid ? 

NORTH ' 

1 0 

PROBLEM No. 5 (12 points) 

North-South Game. You~ Sritith, 
hold: 

' + Q J6 V1Q84 ()9872 . 652 
The bidding pro~eeds : 

SouTH \ VEST .. NoRTH EAsT . 
No bid i ~ - Double No bid . 

? 
What do you bid ? 

PROBLEM No: 6 (28 poiny;) 

\VEST EAST 

.+ A 9 5 2 • 1( 10 8 7 
Vi A76 YiK9532 

. 0 A863 ()-

+ 54 · • AKQ9 
West deals at Love All. Bid the two 

hands. 

PROBLEM No. '1 (12 points) 

East-West Game. You, South, hold: 

+ K 9 4 Yi 'A Q 8 6 3 0 ·A 5 + '7 5 2 
1:he bidding proceeds: . 

SouTH WEST NoRTH EAST 
I ~ · 2-+ No bid !!'NT 
No bid 3 () ·No bid 3 NT 
All Pass . - . 

What do you lead ? 



Answers to October Competition 
PROBLEM No. 1 (12 points). NORTH EAST SOUTH \VEST 

No bid Game All. You, South, hold : 
+ 7 ~Q1075 ()106q2 + QS3 

The bidding (playing Forcing Two) 
proceeds: 

WEsT NoRTH EAsT SouTn 
No bid 2 ~ 5 () ? 
~Vhat do you bid ? 

ANSWER 
1. No Bid- 12 points. Double

S points. Five Hearts-5 points. 
With North short of Diamonds, the 

hands should fit to produce an easy . 
Five Hearts. However, if this bid is 
made at once, North is hardly likely . 
to 'visualise a band with no Ace or 
King and may proceed to a losing slam. 
A Double looks promising, since you 
have a Trump trick that East cannot be 
expecting to lose ; but this call is, 
again, somewhat misleading and may 
mean that a slam is missed. 

Best of all 'is - a Pass-forcing, 
because North, by his opener, guaran-

. tees to overbid, · or Double, any, 
intervening call. If North finds Five 
Hearts, you can safely raise to Si..x. 
If North Doubles, you can still ~ke 
your view whether to leave it or to bid 
Five Hearts. 

PROBLEM No. 2 (12 points) 
North-South Game. You, South, 

hold: 
+ KJ10974 ~A ()Q4 + AK53 

The bidding proceeds : 
EAST SouTH WEsT NoRTH 
1 + Double No bid 2 + 
No bid 

What do you bid ? 
ANSWER 

2. Four Spades-12 points. 'Ihree 
Spades-6 points. 

Partner's conventional Two Spade 
response shows a ~ood all-round hand 
and is forcing to game. 1 n the cir
cumstances, you should be reasonably 
confident about a game in Spades, 
despite East's opener in that suit. A 
hid of Three Spades only might be 
wrongly interpreted as passing the 
buck back, and you have no wish for 
Partner to go experimenting in a reel 
suit. 

PROBLEM No. 3 (12 points). 
Love All. You, South, hold : 

+ ] 9 8 7 ~ 10 2 () lUO H + Q 6 53 
The bidding proceeds : 

so 

1 + 2 + No bid 
2 + No bid ? 

What do you bid ? 
ANSWER 

3. No Bid- 12 points. 
You decided, rightly, that you harl 

no free raise on the first round, and 
should not now trap· Partner by 
producing a belated effort on the 
second. If he had napes above mere 
competition for the part-score, he 
would have produced a stron~er hid, 
such as an (in formatory) Double: 

PROULE~I No.4 (12 points) 
Love All . You, South, hold: 

+ KJ63 ~4 ()AK1095 + 872 
The bidding proceeds : 

Soun1 WEsT NORTH 
1 () Double Red 
No bid 2 ~ 2 + 

? 
What do you bid ? 

ANSWER 

EAST 
1~ 
No bid 

4. Four Spades-12 points. 
Vve regard this as an easy one, but 

there may be some competitors who 
are scared by their Honour-Trick 
weakness into bidding only Three 
Spades. The point is that Partner's 
Redouble guarantees a ~oodish hand, 
and your excellent shape makes up for 
the lack of points. There will be a play 
for Game if Partner has no more than
five Spades to the Ace-Queen and the 
1\ing of Clubs; and , having already 
Redoubled and , then bid his suit, he 
should not be expected to make a 
further effort. 

PROBLEM No. 5 (12 points) 
Love ,\ll . You, South, hold: 

+ AJ87 ~Q5 ()10972 + Al04 
The bidding proceeds : 

NoRTH SouTH 
I~ 1 + 
3 + 3~ 
3 NT ? 

\\1hat do you bid ? 
ANSWER 

5. Four No Trumps-12 points. 
No Bid- 9 points. 

There can still be a slam, despite the 
absence of a snit fit, if Partner has a 
ma.ximum of 22-23 points. Four 
No Trumps should here be interpreted 
as non-conventional since, with good 
Heart support and the conventional 
requirements, you could have bid 
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J•our i-/o Trumps on the previous 
round. ,\ l the same lime, it must be 
recognised that the sl::m is _o~lc;!s-
01gainsl; and, since there 1s a poss1b!hty 
that e\·en an expert Partner tmght 
misinterpret your hid, high marks arc 
also gin·n tn a Pass. The other co~
Cl'i ,·a ble alternative-Four Clubs-1s 
hardh· likely to be helpful to Partner 
in choosing his next bid. 

PltoBLEM No. 6 (12 points) -
Game All. You , South, hold : 

+ 1\: 7 c;:? Q I 0 Hti 3 0 K H 4 + A ~2 1:1 
The bidding proceeds : 

NonTn SouTH 
No bid 1 c;:? 
2 + 

What do yon bid ? 

.\ NSWER 
ti. Two No Trumps-12 points. 

No Bid-5 points. Three Clubs~ 
2 points. -. 

This problem is admittedly directed 
01gainst timid members of the " But, 
Partner, you'd Passed " brigade. It is 
the very fact of Partner's Pass that 
forms the principal justification for 
your bid, despite the absence of the 
usual 15 or 16 points. For, now, you 
can virtually rely on Partner's holding 
a Jive-card Club suit, for which you 
ha\'c an excellent fit. You want to be 
in Game if Partner is as good as : + XXX c;:? X 0 A Q X X + l( X X X X 

and he may well be better. 
We must- reluctantly- give some 

credit to the Pass, however, since Game 
is bound to be speculative, and the 
Pass is so much better than Two 
Hearts which merely exchanges a good 
part-score for a bad one. Three Clubs 
should be safe, but may lead to a No 
Trump contract played by the wrong 
hand . 

PnonLEM No. 7 (12 points) 
Game all. You , South, hole! : , 

+A 1052 c;:?AJ6 0 KQH + AS:! 
The bidding proceeds : 

SouTH NonTn 
I NT 3 + 

Wha l do you bid 1 
.\NSWEH 

7. Four Clubs-12 poinL~. Four 
Hearts or Four Diamonds- 7 points. 
Four Spades- 5 points. 

A player who has opened with a 
limit No Trump bid has no business 
to go beyond Game on his own 
initiative. Howe,·er, with four 
supporting Trumps, three Aces and an 

18-count there is some danger that 
slam may be missed if only a routine 
Four Spades is bid. · 

There can be no ambiguity about a 
bid of Four in a lower-ranking suit, 
since, without good Spade support, 
you would have hid an automatic 
Three No Trumps. Four Clubs is best 
because it is your lowest-ranking Ace 
and because Clubs is the suit in which 
you \Vould most like to stop a lead. 

PnonLEM No. 8 (16 points) 
\VEST EAST 
+ 65 + AJ7 
c;:? A Q] 10 7 4 c;:? 8 6 3 
OAK4 OQ8 7 2 
+ 52 + 964 

Game All. The bidding proceeds : 
\VEST NoRTH EAST SOUTH 
1 c;:? 3 + No bid No bid 
3 c;:? 3 + 4 c;:? All Pass 

· North starts with three top Clubs, on 
the last of which South throws a small 
Spade and West ruffs. A Spade is led 
to the Queen, Ace and a small one ; 

· and then a small Heart is led for the 
finesse . On this North discards a 
small Spade. Plan Declarer's play 
from now on :-
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ANSWER 
8. Trial will quickly show that any 

attempt to discard the losing Spade on 
the fourth Diamond is fruitless. In 
any case, on the bidding, North 
probably has five Spades and, there
fore, only two Diamonds. The problem 
is, therefore, to avoid the loss of a 
Trump trick. Two leads-through arc 
necessary to capture South's King, but 
only one entry is apparent. The other 
must be manufactured by throwing 
North in. 

So-a Diamond is led to the Queen 
for another Trump finesse, and the 
Ace of Diamonds is cashed to strip 
North of the suit. Now, a Spade is led, 
which North wins. If he continues 
Spades, the 1\:navc wins, the King of 
Diamonds is thrown and now a third 
Trump finesse can be taken. North's 
best defence, therefore, is to lead a 
Club. This is ruffed with the Eight 
of Hearts in the Dummy and Declarer, 
to reduce his own Trump length, must 
under-ruff with the Seven. The Knave 
of Sparles permits a Diamond discard 
as before and, at Trick 12, South's 
Trumps arc inescapably couped. 

If, at :;my stage of the end-play, 
South ruffs, Declarer can over-ruff and 
claim the rest in his own hand. 
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